SCA Dance Attire

Dresses must be longer than the tip of the longest finger. Dresses must have straps or on-the-shoulder sleeves. If there are no straps, or sleeves are off-the shoulder, the student's shoulders must be covered with a wrap of some kind for the duration of the time that she is at the dance.

The following are NOT allowed:

- strapless dresses
- one-shoulder or off-the-shoulder dresses
- plunging or cleavage-revealing necklines
- plunging cuts in the back
- cutouts on the sides or lower back
- stomach showing
- lacy, see-through dresses with a revealing shell underneath (a lace dress with an appropriate shell underneath that meets this policy is fine)
- Halter-style (open back)
- skintight

If a student arrives at the dance with any of the above (or with a dress that is too short, or a dress that does not have straps/is off-the-shoulder and her shoulders are not covered), parents will be called to bring adequate covering for the student. If parents cannot provide a covering of some kind, then the school will provide adequate covering for the student if she wishes to stay at the dance.

If you have questions about your dress, see or email Ms. Hehs.